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Reflection for February 28, 2021 
 

Integrity 

You who fear the Lord, praise him! 

For God did not despise or abhor the affliction of the afflicted. 

The poor shall eat and be satisfied. 

May your hearts live forever! 

All the ends of the earth shall remember and turn to the Lord; and all the families 

of the nations shall worship before God. 

Proclaim God’s deliverance to a people yet unborn. 

For what will it profit them to gain the whole world and forfeit their life? 

May the peace of the Lord be always with you. 

Let us pray: 

God of love, as in Jesus Christ you gave yourself to us, so may we give ourselves to 

you, living according to your holy will. Keep our feet firmly in the way where Christ 

leads us; help our lips speak the truth that Christ teaches us; fill our bodies with 

the life that is Christ within us. In his holy name we pray. Amen. 

Our gospel reading forms a bridge between Jesus’ public ministry in Galilee and 

his private journey to Jerusalem. Everything turns with this encounter between 

Jesus and his chosen Twelve. At this critical juncture in the narrative, where Jesus 

and Peter exchange rebukes, hangs the integrity of the Christian faith. 

“Then he began to teach them that the Son of Man must undergo great suffering. 

He said all this quite openly. And Peter took him aside and began to rebuke him” 

(Mark 8:31). 

It has many times been remarked that the disciples in Mark are conspicuously 

stupid. They repeatedly miss the point; they repeatedly have to have things 

explained in words of one syllable; and there have been some scholars who have 

suggested that St Mark is deliberately trying to undermine the authority of those 

who consider themselves successors of the twelve apostles. But I think that this 

misses the point: because it is absolutely vital to Mark’s story that what Jesus says 

is hard to digest and to understand even by those closest to him. Even those who 
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have most reason for understanding what he is saying are going to get it wrong: 

and that, of course, is a reassurance to the reader. Mark is saying, ‘If you’re finding 

this difficult or shocking, don’t be surprised; those who were closest to Jesus found 

it difficult and shocking too. If you feel stupid and at a loss when confronted with 

the words and work of Jesus, do not be surprised. You are not the first and you will 

not be the last. “Like the disciples, we are often stuck in the pattern of messing up 

over and over again. We cling to power, we climb the ladder, we memorialize and 

commercialize Christ’s teachings rather than embodying them. However, we 

cannot be trapped by shame, guilt, ignorance, or inaction. Humility is required for 

transformation. Again and again, we are called to listen—to God and to others” 

(Rev. Denise Anderson). 

No one should really have any doubt of the costliness of discipleship. The thread of 

costliness is with us in our Lenten journey. Following Jesus requires us to be 

prepared to follow where he went—to go out into inhospitable wildernesses; to 

face testing and trials; to be challenged on our identity and calling; to leave behind 

the familiar and comfortable, and place following above everything else. Just in 

case any of us need a final sledgehammer of assurance, this is it. The choice to 

follow Jesus is a choice to take up our cross, just like he did. 

“If any want to become my followers, let them deny themselves. For what will it 

profit them to gain the world and forfeit their life? What can they give in return for 

their life” (Mark 8:34)? 

How do you lose your life while saving it at the same time? Jesus’ statement about 

discipleship seems like a riddle. 

Jesus goes on to say what this means using the words of this riddle. 

As Paul Gooder explains: “It might best be translated as ‘life-force’ or ‘who you 

really are’. Those whose driving desire is to protect their life—with all its rights and 

privileges—will end up losing everything; but those who sit lightly, in fact, that 

sometimes they die—will, in doing so, discover who they really are. What is the 

point of gaining the whole world as a prize if, ultimately, you discover that you have 

lost yourself? When you have given yourself away, what is left to give anyone?” 

This is a lesson that reinvents itself in the life of every human being and needs 

learning again and again. 

In today’s language Jesus’ call is to self-discovery. Discovering who you really are is 

only possible when you stop aiming for it. Denying ourselves requires us to 
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dissociate from our nature: a nature that places ourselves and our concerns at the 

centre of our world; a nature that avoids suffering and death at all costs.  Following 

Jesus requires us to go against the grain of human nature and to put someone else 

(Jesus) at the centre of our world. It requires us to be prepared to follow him, 

wherever he may go—even if that is in a crucifixion procession to death. When you 

turn your back and walk away, embracing instead a life of compassion, love, and 

even suffering and death, then and only then can you discover your true identity. 

It is like the magical door in many a children’s story; you can only find it when you 

stop looking. 

Learning to lose your ‘life’ is counter-intuitive. It is a lesson that needs learning time 

and time again throughout our lives, and yet is profoundly and utterly true. Jesus 

invites us into an adventure of self-discovery, an adventure that we can only begin 

when we turn our backs on ourselves, and follow him in the opposite direction to 

suffering, death, and beyond. This is the call of Jesus. It is a free and generous gift; 

it costs us everything. 

Rather than focusing on the question, ‘What do I need to give up’ for Lent, what if 

we pondered instead, ‘What do I need to leave behind’? 

Tanya Linn Bennett poses these challenging questions: “As we consider our human 

status during the reflective time of Lent, what is it that we must leave behind in 

order to move forward in discipleship? Can we identify specific concerns that keep 

us from freedom in the love and hope of Christ Jesus? What would be possible if 

we could leave those human concerns behind and walk in liberation into the light 

of resurrection? To pay attention not to what is, but to what could become if only 

we were to make room for it. But we must clear away a space; we must be willing 

and ready to let go of what we know now for what we cannot even yet dream. That 

is God’s offer to us, especially in the season of Lent.” 

Just as for Jesus in the wilderness there was no shortcut to being true to his identity, 

in the same way we are called into the heart of the identity of being disciples, and 

on this journey, there are no shortcuts. In this season of Lent, we learn to see the 

world through the eyes of Jesus. This requires of us the courage to lay down 

constant timidity and fearfulness, and to become people of deep understanding, 

who can see and hear the actions of God in our world, can remember all God has 

done, can perceive those actions for what they are, and understand what this 

means. This is the character and cost of discipleship, the integrity of faith. 
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The literary critic Terry Eagleton, whose recent books on religion have brought a 

breath of fresh air to some of the public debates between believers and 

unbelievers, has observed that there are some people (inside and outside the 

Christian faith) who imagine that if one day a large banner unfurled from heaven 

with the words ‘I am up here, you idiots!’ written on it, that would finally resolve 

the question of God’s existence. 

But of course, as Rowan Williams points out, “that’s not how God works—and it 

has little to do with what God seems to want. God does not worry about 

demonstrating his existence to us; our problem is not that we do not know, but 

that we cannot love. God habitually works—so to speak— ‘outwards’ from the 

heart of being, steadily expanding the scope of his action through the actions of the 

beings God has created. So that Jesus is beginning to suggest to his disciples the 

daring idea that the way God changes things will be from the heart of the human 

world, not by intervention from the sky. God is transforming the world, healing its 

wounds, and forgiving and overcoming our failures, by being with and in the 

processes of the world—above all, in that unique process that is a human life: the 

life first of Jesus, but then the lives of those who have been called and 

commissioned by Jesus to be—like him and because of him—places where the 

work of God can start to blossom and expand in the world. If the helpless, isolated 

Jesus declares, ‘This mortal man is now where God is,’ then God’s presence and 

resource, God’s love, and mercy, cannot be extinguished by loneliness or injustice, 

by the terrible, apparently meaningless suffering in which human beings live. God 

has chosen to be, and to be manifest, at that lowest, weakest point of human 

experience. And so, the poor and the helpless, the condemned and the isolated, 

can know that God is with them, and that the God who is with them cannot be 

defeated or deposed. God is not where you thought he was; God is in and with this 

mortal man, who is helpless and about to suffer a terrible death. This is where God 

chooses to be and to declare the Godself; and the Gospel is the echo of that divine 

self-declaration.” 

“Again and again, we are implored to listen, especially when what we hear is 

unsettling. Repentance means changing direction. Like a heavenly GPS, Spirit is 

highlighting a new path. May we tune our sensors heaven-ward, despite the 

difficulties along the way” (Denise Anderson). 

Bill Cantelon 


